Site Access / Vision Splay
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Woodbastwick Road
Asphalt - 30mph

New Footpath Crossover with 2.4 x 65.5mVisibility Spays both sides and improve drop kerb
accents by extending from 3.8m to 12.4m wide
and Road reduced to 6.0m wide with tapers either
side, in accordance with NCC Highways approval.
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NOTES

1. This drawing is the copyright of the Architects and can only be reproduced with
their express permission.

2. Drawings issued by David Futter Associates Ltd on paper, disk or e-mail are
not password, protected or securely locked computer generated drawings, and there are no additional costs.

3. Recipients of electronic copies of this drawing must not make amendments
without the written consent of David Futter Associates Ltd.

4. The materials and products specified in the construction notes or on drawing
can only be substituted with other materials or products without reference to
Manufacturers details and instructions together with the NHBC Building
Guarantee Standard.

5. Written dimensions must be used in preference to scaled.

6. It is not possible to password, protect or securely lock computer generated
drawings, and there are no additional costs.

Please contact DFAL to assist.